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“As the economy is not in its full swing of recovery since
the last recession, patronage at mass merchandisers for
character-branded purchases become a compelling option
in exchange of value. Retailers are becoming more
restrictive with the properties they give shelf space for,
causing manufacturers to lean toward a few major
properties to ensure return.”
– Ika Erwina, Retail and Technology Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Maximizing the effectiveness of character merchandising for kids
Is there a room in the market for premium character merchandise products?
What are the core messages when using character merchandising

Character-based merchandise is a sub-set of the larger licensed merchandise market, and while the
overall market has been treading water (up 2.1%, 2011-12), sales of character-based goods fell almost
4% over the period. Toys and games dominate the character-based merchandise market, accounting
for just under a third of all sales, with no other sector generating more than 10%. Despite what would
appear to be a dynamic market, sales of video games/software fell significantly over the same period,
however this is likely impacted by consumer waiting on the launch of new consoles in 2013/14.
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The dominance of mass merchandisers in this market is likely a contributing fact to lower sales value
growth as price has become a major consumer focus even in this post-recession environment.
As retailers increasingly limit the variety of properties that get shelf space, manufacturers may be
tempted to restrict themselves to the major properties. However, the Baby Boomer generation may be
open to purchase more merchandise from older properties based on nostalgia intended for self or for
grandchildren as gifts. Moreover, Blacks are significantly more likely than other race groups to agree
that they wish more characters were the same as race/ethnic group as theirs, which could be
symptomatic of a lack of meaningful Black characters.
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Marketing to collectors
Strategy: Emphasizing “limited edition” to capture collectors’ attentions
Figure 52: Mimico, “My Little Pony X MIMIBOT The Flash Drive Everypony Needs!” tv ad, February 2013
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Figure 53: Peavey Electronics, “Iron Man RockMaster Guitar” Facebook sweepstakes promotional ad, February 2013
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Figure 65: Character merchandise categories purchased, by age, September 2013
Apparel and clothes
Food and drink at grocery/food stores
Personal care
For children
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For adults
Media
Toys and games
Food and drink at restaurants
Stationery/paper products
Seasonal items/holiday decors, accessories, consumer electronics accessories, housewares/home décor
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the last 30 days, by parental status, September 2013
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Figure 69: Frequency and average number of character merchandise purchases in the last 12 months, by category, September 2013
Figure 70: Incidence and frequency of character merchandise purchases in the last 12 months, by category, by presence of children
and children’s age, September 2013
Figure 71: Incidence and frequency merchandise purchases in the last 12 months, by category, by presence of children and children’s
age, September 2013 (continued)
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Millennials show wider range of channels shopped
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Gender preferences match other purchase patterns
Figure 74: Channels shopped for character merchandising purchased in the last 12 months, by gender and parental status, September
2013
Income influences sources of character merchandising purchases
Figure 75: Channels shopped for character merchandising purchased in the last 12 months, by household income, September 2013

Attitudes Toward Buying Character Merchandise
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Combating perceptions of expensive prices associated with licensing products
Figure 76: Attitudes toward buying character merchandise products for self/other adults, September 2013
Need for cute for women and personal identification for men
Figure 77: Attitudes toward buying character merchandise products for self/other adults, by gender and parental status, September
2013
The “pester” effect and benefit of educational value
Figure 78: Attitudes toward buying character merchandise products for self/other adults, by presence of children and children’s age,
September 2013

Popular Characters for Adults
Key points
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Action-based properties likely appeal to men; “girly” or “cute” images for women
Figure 79: Purchase of character merchandise products for self/other adults, select characters, by gender, September 2013
Classic characters appeal across generations, contemporary properties attract Millennials
Figure 80: Purchase of character merchandise products for self/other adults, select characters, by generation, September 2013
The inclination to buy character-based products mostly correlates inversely with age
Figure 81: Purchase of character merchandise products for self/other adults, select characters, by age, September 2013
Middle-income households most likely in the market
Figure 82: Purchase of character merchandise products for self/other adults, select characters, by household income, September 2013
Households with younger children more likely to purchase character products
Figure 83: Purchase of character merchandise products for self/other adults, select characters, by presence of children and children’s
age, September 2013

Popular Characters for Children
Key points
Overview
Figure 84: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, September 2013
Figure 85: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, September 2013 (continued)
Overall, parents opt for classic over contemporary character merchandise for purchases
Figure 86: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by parental status, September 2013
Parents of older children more engaged with contemporary characters
Figure 87: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by presence of children and children’s age,
September 2013

Impact of Race and Hispanic Origin
Key points
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Figure 88: Character merchandise categories purchased in the last 12 months, by race/Hispanic origin, September 2013
Differing values necessitates targeted marketing
Figure 89: Attitudes toward buying character merchandising, by race/Hispanic origin, September 2013
Figure 90: Attitudes toward children’s favorite characters and children’s influence in buying character merchandising products, by race/
Hispanic origin, September 2013
Asians most likely shop online; Blacks prefer dollar stores
Figure 91: Channels shopped for character merchandising purchased in the last 12 months, by race/Hispanic origin, September 2013

Appendix – Other Useful Consumer Tables
Character merchandise categories purchased
Figure 92: Character merchandise categories purchased, by gender and age, September 2013
Figure 93: Character merchandise categories purchased, by generation, September 2013
Figure 94: Character merchandise categories purchased, by household income, September 2013
Figure 95: Character merchandise categories purchased, by age and household income, September 2013
Figure 96: Character merchandise categories purchased, by race and age, September 2013
Figure 97: Character merchandise categories purchased, by marital status, September 2013
Figure 98: Character merchandise categories purchased, by number of people in household, September 2013
Figure 99: Character merchandise categories purchased, by number of children in household, September 2013
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Figure 100: Character merchandise categories purchased, by gender and presence of children, September 2013
Figure 101: Character merchandise categories purchased, by region, September 2013
Figure 102: Character merchandise categories purchased, by preferred retail channels, September 2013
Figure 103: Character merchandise categories purchased, by preferred retail channels, September 2013 (continued)
Figure 104: Character merchandise categories purchased, by (select) well-known animated/theatrical/live-action
would buy, September 2013
Figure 105: Character merchandise categories purchased, by (select) well-known animated/theatrical/live-action
would buy, September 2013 (continued)
Figure 106: Character merchandise categories purchased, by (select) well-known animated/theatrical/live-action
would buy, September 2013 (continued)
Figure 107: Character merchandise categories purchased, by (select) well-known animated/theatrical/live-action
would buy, September 2013 (continued)
Figure 108: Character merchandise categories purchased, by (select) well-known animated/theatrical/live-action
would buy, September 2013 (continued)
Types of character merchandise purchased for self
Figure 109: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by age, September 2013

TV/classic characters
TV/classic characters
TV/classic characters
TV/classic characters
TV/classic characters

Figure 110: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by gender and age, September 2013
Figure 111: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by generation, September 2013
Figure 112: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by household income, September 2013
Figure 113: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by age and household income, September 2013
Figure 114: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by marital status, September 2013
Figure 115: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by race/Hispanic origin, September 2013
Figure 116: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by number of people in household, September
2013
Figure 117: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by presence and number of children in
household, September 2013
Figure 118: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by region, September 2013
Figure 119: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by preferred retail channels, September 2013
Figure 120: Types of character merchandise purchased for self in the past 12 months, by preferred retail channels, September 2013
(continued)
Types of character merchandise purchased for children
Figure 121: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by parents’ gender, September 2013
Figure 122: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by parents’ age, September 2013
Figure 123: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by parents’ gender and age, September 2013
Figure 124: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by household income, September 2013
Figure 125: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by generation, September 2013
Figure 126: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by race/Hispanic origin, September 2013
Figure 127: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by household size, September 2013
Figure 128: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by region, September 2013
Figure 129: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by number of children in household, September 2013
Figure 130: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by preferred retail channels, September 2013
Figure 131: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by preferred retail channels, September 2013 (continued)
Types of character merchandise purchased for gifts (not as a collectible item)
Figure 132: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by generation, September 2013
Figure 133: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by household income, September 2013
Figure 134: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by race/household income, September 2013
Figure 135: Types of character merchandise purchased for children younger
by region, September 2013
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Retailers and channels shopped for character merchandising products
Figure 136: Channels shopped for character merchandising purchased in the last 12 months, by gender, September 2013
Figure 137: Channels shopped for character merchandising purchased in the last 12 months, by race/Hispanic origin, September 2013
Figure 138: Channels shopped for character merchandising purchased in the last 12 months, by marital status, September 2013
Figure 139: Channels shopped for character merchandising purchased in the last 12 months, by region, September 2013
Popular characters for children
Figure 140: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by gender, September 2013
Figure 141: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by age, September 2013
Figure 142: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by generation, September 2013
Figure 143: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by gender and age, September 2013
Figure 144: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by household income, September 2013
Figure 145: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by race/Hispanic origin, September 2013
Figure 146: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by presence of children, September 2013
Figure 147: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by region, September 2013
Figure 148: Purchase of character merchandise products for children, select characters, by number of children in household,
September 2013
Attitudes toward buying character merchandising
Figure 149: Attitudes toward buying character merchandising, by age, September 2013
Figure 150: Attitudes toward children’s favorite characters and children’s influence in buying character merchandising products, by age,
September 2013
Figure 151: Attitudes toward buying character merchandising, by generation, September 2013
Figure 152: Attitudes toward children’s favorite characters and children’s influence in buying character merchandising products, by
generation, September 2013
Figure 153: Attitudes toward buying character merchandising, by household income, September 2013
Figure 154: Attitudes toward children’s favorite characters and children’s influence in buying character merchandising products, by
household income, September 2013
Figure 155: Attitudes toward buying character merchandising, by marital status, September 2013
Figure 156: Attitudes toward buying character merchandising, by region, September 2013
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